I wrote my bachelor's work about Nursing treatment of patient with injury of cervical spine. The work is divided into theoretical and practical part.
I directed the theoretical part to anatomy and biomechanics of spine and spinal cord, to etiology, symptoms and classification of injury of cervical spine. Then I paid attention to principles of first aid and mainly to diagnostic and treatment. I mentioned prevention and prognosis of this disease.
In the practical part I paid attention to nursing treatment of particular patient with injury of cervical spine and transversal spinal lesion. I took care about this patient in the spondylosurgery ward, where the transfusion of the stem cells was made to him. During the hospitalization I took nursing anamnesis according to Majory Gordon and I set nursing diagnosis and their aim. I drew up a plan of treatment, which I realized and than I evaluated the result of provided treatment. In one part I paid attention to education of patient.
At the end I described how I took steps during writing my work, if my method of treatment came right and I informed about my knowledge and experiences.
I included the medical documentation and some topical pictures to the appendix.